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Abstract
This article provides a review of tropical cyclone (TC) surface wind estimation from an operational forecasting perspective. First, we provide
a summary of operational forecast center practices and historical databases. Next, we discuss current and emerging objective estimates of TC
surface winds, including algorithms, archive datasets, and individual algorithm strengths and weaknesses as applied to operational TC surface
wind forecast parameters. Our review leads to recommendations about required surface coverage e an area covering at least 1100 km from
center of TC at a 2-km resolution in the inner-core, and at a frequency of at least once every 6 h. This is enough coverage to support a complete
analysis of the TC surface wind field from center to the extent of the 34-kt (17 m s1) winds at 6-h intervals. We also suggest future designs of
TC surface wind capabilities include funding to ensure near real-time data delivery to operators so that operational evaluation and use are
feasible within proposed budgets. Finally, we suggest that users of archived operational wind radii datasets contact operational organizations to
ensure these datasets are appropriate for their needs as the datasets vary in quality through time and space, even from a single organisation.
© 2021 The Shanghai Typhoon Institute of China Meteorological Administration. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
Communication Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Tropical Cyclones (TCs, also see Table 1 for this and all
other acronyms) come in a variety of intensities and sizes
(Chavas and Emanuel, 2010; Knaff et al., 2014). Because of
this variability, TC near-surface winds as captured by the integrated size and magnitude (i.e., kinetic energy) determine
the destructive potential (Powell and Reinhold, 2007) and
drive storm surge (Needham and Keim, 2014; Irish et al.,
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Table 1
A list of acronyms used in this paper along with brief definitions.
Acronym

Definition

AMSR2
ASCAT
ATCF
CARQ
COM
CPHC
CYGNSS
ERS (1 and 2)
ESA
EUMETSAT
GEMS
GMF
GNSS-R
GPS
HRD
HURDAT2
HY-2A
HSCAT
IFREMER
IR
JTWC
KMNI
kt
Metop
NHC
NSCAT
QuikScat
R30
R34
R50
R64
RapidScat
RCM
RSS
RMW
ROCI
RSME
RSMC
SATCON
SCATSAT
SFMR
SMAP
SNPP
SMOS
SSM/I
SSMIS
TC
TROPICS
VMAX
WSF-M

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-2
Advanced Scatterometer
Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecast System
Combined Automated Request Query (in ATCF)
Communications line (in ATCF)
Central Pacific Hurricane Center
Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System
European Remote Sensing Satellite
European Space Agency
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
Global Environmental Monitoring System
Geophysical Model Function
Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry
Global Positioning System
NOAA's Hurricane Research Division
Hurricane Database-2
Haiyang (ocean)-2A
HY-2 Scatterometer
Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer
Infrared (digital imagery)
Joint Typhoon Warning Center
Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Institute
nautical miles per hour
Meteorological Operational satellite
National Hurricane Center
NASA Scatterometer
Quick Scatterometer
Maximum radial extent of 30 knot winds (in quadrants)
Maximum radial extent of 34 knot winds (in quadrants)
Maximum radial extent of 50 knot winds (in quadrants)
Maximum radial extent of 64 knot winds (in quadrants)
Rapid Scatterometer
RadarSat Constellation Mission
Remote Sensing Systems
Radius of Maximum Wind
Radius of Outermost Closed Isobar
Root Mean Square Error
Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre
Satellite (intensity) Consensus
Scatterometer Satellite
Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer
Soil Moisture Active Passive
Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership satellite
Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity
Special Sensor Microwave Imager
Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder
Tropical Cyclone
Time-Resolved Observations of Precipitation structure and storm Intensity with a Constellation of SmallSats
One-minute maximum sustained wind or intensity
U.S. Air Force's Weather System Follow-on Mission

In this review, we aim to enable readers with information
regarding the best use of operational center TC surface wind
analyses, historical or climatological datasets, and TC-specific
surface wind data currently or soon to be available to operational centers. We define various types of TC surface wind
estimates used at the forecast centers, and provide a history of
operational practices. Then, we discuss the tools available for
assessing TC surface winds, and summarize objective datasets
available to researchers for climatological and application

2008). Thus, warning centers must accurately estimate and
distribute TC surface wind strength for public warnings and
risk mitigation in real time. Operational TC wind field estimates have evolved in quality and continue to evolve with
improvements in the measurements and algorithms to derive
the winds. Operational TC surface wind analyses benefit from
some new capabilities, but the capabilities have caveats.
Consequently, the evolutions to and capabilities for wind field
estimation require documentation.
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While operational centers issue advisories with wind radii, the
wind-averaging criteria vary across the agencies (U.S. warning
centers use a 1-min sustained wind speed while many other
forecasting centers use 10-min averages). And, despite
VMAX, TC location, and movement being common to all
advisories, TC wind structure specification differs. For
example, U.S. TC warning centers, namely the National
Hurricane Center (NHC), the Central Pacific Hurricane Center
(CPHC), and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC),
provide estimates of R64, R50, and R34 in geographic quadrants surrounding the storm. These centers estimate RMW and
include those parameters in numerical model input files (i.e.,
“TC vitals” files e described later) but not in current advisories. The WMO Regional Specialized Meteorological
Centre (RSMC) in La Reunion and the TC warning centers in
Australia also analyze the wind radii at the same threshold
intensities. But, RSMC Nadi analyzes the radius of 33-kt, 47kt and 64-kt winds, RSMC New Delhi analyzes 28-kt winds in
addition to R64, R50 and R34 (India Meteorological
Department, 2021), and RMSC Tokyo analyzes both 30-kt
winds (R30) and R50.
Although wind radii estimates are mandatory in advisories,
aircraft reconnaissance and surface observations were the only
data sources available to analyze the wind in the pre-satellite
era (early 1970s). For instance, NHC started forecasting 24h R50 in 1958, and added forecasts of 24-h R34 in 1979;
36-h R34 and R50 in 1988; R64 to 36 h in 1995 and to 48 h in
2018; and R34 and R50 to 72 h in 2001 (NHC, 2019). JTWC
similarly estimated and forecasted varying wind speed
thresholds through the years (JTWC, 1975; JTWC, 1992;
JTWC, 2004; JTWC, 2019). Since 2016, JTWC's wind radii
forecasts for R34, R50, and R64 have extended through the
entire 120-h forecast period (JTWC, 2016). Fig. 1 indicates
these real-time wind radii estimates as black lines.
Operational centers also analyze a variety of vortex parameters in near real-time to generate a “bogus vortex,”
defined as “a representation of a tropical vortex based on a
blend of observed surface winds and typical tropical storm
wind profiles” (AMS Glossary of Meteorology, 2020; Holland,
1993). This “bogus vortex”dsometimes referred to as the “TC
bogus” or “bogus” in older tropical cyclone reportsdis
transmitted by operational centers for assimilation by certain
global and regional modeling systems. Operationallygenerated vortex parameter files may include storm identifier, date, time (current and past times), TC location, intensity,
central pressure, storm type, wind radii, the pressure and
radius of the outermost closed isobar (ROCI), RMW, eye
diameter, geographical sub-region, maximum seas, storm
motion, system depth, and wave heights.
Operational centers also maintain those vortex parameters
records in various formats. For example, records at JTWC,
NHC, and CPHC are stored in Combined Automated Request
Query (CARQ) lines in the Automated Tropical Cyclone
Forecast (ATCF; Miller et al., 1990; Sampson and Schrader,
2000) files or “adecks.” Often, the post-season best tracks
retain these operationally-estimated vortex parameters (Knapp
et al., 2010; Landsea and Franklin, 2013; Bureau of

development studies. Throughout this review, we use knots
(kts, 1 kt ¼ 0.51444 m s1) as the wind speed unit to be
consistent with operational centers. Also, we note that our
review complements recent reviews on remote sensing of
oceanic surface winds (Bourassa et al., 2019) and of ocean
observations (Domingues et al., 2019). For brevity, our review
does not detail TC intensity estimation techniques (Dvorak,
1984; Brueske and Velden, 2003; Demuth et al., 2004;
Velden et al., 2006; Herndon and Velden, 2014; Olander and
Velden, 2019; Wimmers et al., 2019; Velden and Herndon,
2020), but does recognize their applicability for determining
TC surface wind magnitude.
TC surface winds, and marine or overland exposures to
winds at 10-m elevations, are often defined in terms of the
time-averaged magnitude of the wind speeds. To represent the
TC vortex, the winds are categorized as maximum winds or
intensity (VMAX), the radius of maximum winds (RMW), and
radii associated with maximum radial extent of wind speed
thresholds, like 64-, 50-, 34-kt (R64, R50, R34) over a portion
of the storm circulation. Quantities like R34, R50, and R64 are
collectively referred to as “wind radii”, and are most often
provided in geographic quadrants. TC warning agencies
include VMAX and the wind radii in forecast advisories (e.g.,
NHC, 2020; OFCM, 2019) issued by; noting that advisory
format varies between these agencies. TC warning centers also
evaluate data available in real-time to formulate subjective
estimates of wind characteristics for their operational customers. Surface wind data estimates available within 2 h and
4 h of synoptic time are considered “real time”, and “operationally available”, respectively and hereafter. This terminology is adopted because TC warning centers provide these
estimates at synoptic times (every 6 h at 00, 06, 12 and 18
UTC) as part of the advisory/forecast cycle issued within 3 h
of the synoptic time. These estimates form the basis for the
subjectively analyzed TC location, intensity, and wind radii
over the TC lifetimeda data record commonly referred to as a
“best track”, discussed in section 2.
TC surface winds methods vary considerably among forecast centers and over time. Forecast centers use any of the
following data source when available: in situ observations
(e.g., ships, buoys, station reports, aircraft reports), remotely
sensed data (e.g., active and passive sensors on aircraft and
satellite platforms) and data scenes, and TC-specific applications (e.g., algorithms that prescribe circulations based on
intensity, forward speed, patterns in satellite images, etc.)d
these are discussed in detail in Section 3. Section 4 documents
historical records of objective wind structure estimates used
for best track datasets, followed by needs in both the operational and research communities. We provide recommendations for addressing operational needs in future sensor
development. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the review and
discusses potential solutions in development.
2. Operational center estimates of TC surface winds
Surface winds from operational centers include quantities
like RMW, R64, R50, and R34 to represent the wind field.
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Fig. 1. Records of TC surface wind/wind radii since 1980 by TC basin. Black bars indicate paper records, red bars indicate digital records of operationally created
estimates, orange bars indicate wind radii are in best tracks, but they have not yet been reanalyzed, and blue bars indicate best track values that have been
reanalyzed in the post-season. Gray horizontal areas (including text and arrows) indicate the time periods during which annotated information was available. Red
text indicates best tracks that contain post-storm reanalyzed wind radii information.

The time periods and parameters included in operational
center best track records vary. To address this, the Extended
Best Track Dataset (Demuth et al., 2006), used extensively by
the research community, provides an amalgam of best track
position and intensity with RMW, R34, R50, and R64 (pre2004) in NHC's area of responsibility from the 1980s onward.
JTWC best tracks include wind radii starting in the early
2000s, but post-storm analysis of R34 for western North Pacific tropical cyclones, and coincident regression of R50 and
R64 estimates based on R34, only began in 2016 (Sampson
et al., 2017)dindicated by a blue line in Fig. 1. RSMC
Tokyo maintains the longest best track record of TC surface
wind structure, which includes the longest and shortest axis of
R30 and R50 in geographic octants around western North
Pacific tropical cyclones from 1979 onward (JMA, 2020). The
Australian Bureau of Meteorology also maintains a best-track
database that includes wind radii for tropical cyclones in its

Meteorology, 2020; JMA, 2020) as shown in Fig. 1 by red
horizontal lines. While in the best tracks, parameters like
ROCI and RMW1 are not subjected to vigorous post-storm
review. In older best track archives, only location and intensity have undergone post-storm review. Orange horizontal
lines in Fig. 1 indicate the years when non-reviewed wind radii
are present in the best track archives. North Atlantic and
eastern North Pacific basin paper records of R34, R50, and
R64 extend back into the 1980s (Fig. 1), but post-storm
analysis only began in 2004 (HURDAT2; Landsea and
Franklin, 2013). Post-storm analyzed wind radii records are
indicated by blue horizontal lines in Fig. 1.

1

Starting with the 2021 hurricane season, NHC will provide post-storm best
track values of RMW for the North Atlantic and Eastern North Pacific basins
(Christopher Landsea, Personal Communication, 2021).
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area of responsibility (Bureau of Meteorology, 2020). Also,
they have recorded wind radii in best track data archives since
the 2003e2004 season, though operational estimates exist
intermittently back to 1983. Finally, RSMC La Reunion
maintains a best track database for the South Indian Ocean that
includes radii data from the 2003e2004 season onward. Other
RSMCs do not provide wind radii in their best track data archives (Knapp et al., 2018).
Finally, since analysis of surface winds can be a timeconsuming process, quality and consistency of estimates also
depend on staffing and staffing priorities. The centers that
created the best track file are a good source for such
information.

wind maxima by about 10% due to under-sampling (Uhlhorn
and Nolan, 2012; Klotz and Nolan, 2019). Despite recalibration and under-sampling issues, dropwindsonde data
and SFMR observations are considered to be the most accurate
observations of wind within a TC and are used to train and
validate other algorithms.
3.2. Operationally-available data (latency <4 h)
As stated earlier, observations delivered to forecasters
within 4 h are considered operationally available. These
include aircraft-based SFMR, low Earth orbiting satellitebased radiometers Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer-2 (AMSR2), Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP), Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS), and spaceborne active radars including the Advance Scatterometer
(ASCAT), HY-2 scatterometers (HSCAT), and Scatterometer
Satellite (SCATSAT).

3. Objective estimates of TC surface winds
Since the estimates are from disparate data sources, forecasters have a great deal to interpret when applying these
estimates to their TC surface wind best tracking process. This
section discusses the objective estimates used to construct the
subjective best track datasets described. And, to assist with the
process, this section also discusses wind sampling and averaging considerations, outlines objective methods, relevant archives, and finishes with a summary section with a figure
intended for use as a quick reference in operations.

3.2.1. Aircraft reconnaissance
Aircraft reconnaissance has provided decades of data for
select storms (Guard et al., 1992; Williams, 2015). Prior to
upgraded instrumentation on reconnaissance aircraft in the late
1970's (NOAA's research aircraft) and early 1990's (U.S. Air
Force Aircraft), accurate flight-level winds were unavailable.
For historical insight on aircraft observations, see Sheets,
(1990), Guard et al. (1992), Rappaport et al. (2009), Hagen
and Landsea (2012), and Landsea and Franklin (2013). Today's aircraft reconnaissance employs high-quality navigation
and instrumentation (OMAO, 2020) and provides flight-level
wind data for operational reconnaissance use (OFCM, 2019).
NHC formalized methods to estimate surface winds from
flight level by 2000 (Franklin et al., 2003; Rappaport et al.,
2009). Operational flight levels are 5000 feet (1500 m) and
10,000 feet (3000 m) for tropical storms and hurricanes,
respectively. Research aircraft make similar observations, but
their altitude varies depending on mission priorities. Most
operational aircraft reconnaissance is flown in the North
Atlantic with occasional operational missions in the eastern
and central North Pacific (OFCM, 2019). U.S. operational and
research low-level reconnaissance missions produce flightlevel observations that analysts use to infer surface winds
(e.g., Franklin et al., 2003). Most operational missions deploy
Global Positioning System (GPS) dropwindsondes (Hock and
Franklin, 1999) to measure the environment from the flight
level to the ocean surface. In addition, NOAA and U.S. Air
Force planes carry a SFMR sensor (Jones et al., 1981; Black
et al., 1995; Uhlhorn and Black, 2003; Uhlhorn et al., 2007;
Klotz and Uhlhorn, 2014), which provides surface wind speeds
and rainfall rates along the aircraft path. Approximately 30%
of the Atlantic TC life times are observed via aircraft
(Rappaport et al., 2009). Research missions occur in other
basins. (e.g., Wu et al., 2005; Elsberry and Harr, 2008; TPARC 2008), and recently several countries (i.e., China,
Korea, India, Taiwan, and Japan) have initiated aircraft
reconnaissance (e.g., Chan et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2014;
Reade, 2014; Yamada et al., 2018). Most flights outside the

3.1. Sampling and averaging considerations
Each sensor (e.g., an anemometer at a fixed location, a
falling dropwindsonde, or an instantaneous measurement of
radiance) can yield markedly different wind speed values for
the same location and time, and sampling period, observation
level, and averaging partly explain those differences. There are
many studies of aircraft data, so we use them to highlight the
issues.
Franklin et al. (2003) used mean dropwindsonde (Hock and
Franklin, 1999) profiles at two levels to determine relationships that convert winds at one level to winds at another.
Others (e.g., Uhlhorn et al., 2007; Klotz and Uhlhorn, 2014;
Sapp et al., 2019) developed the Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) wind speed retrievals (details in
section 3b) to estimate 10-m winds in the hurricane environment. These SFMR retrievals are based on relationships
identified in mean dropwindsonde profiles. While the aircraft
and dropwindsonde are moving independently in space, a 10-s
average SFMR wind observation is trained to the characteristic
dropwindsonde surface. SFMR relationships are empirical and
have gone through various revisions as data improves.
Recently, NHC noticed a discrepancy between SFMR wind
speeds and surface winds estimated from flight-level observations on the aircraft, particularly in TCs with intensities
above 115 kt (60 m s1) in 2017 and following years. Investigation with a larger dropwindsonde-based near surface winds
database shows high biases of 1 kt, 5 kt, 7 kt, and 10 kt at
80 kt, 120 kt, 140 kt, and 165 kt surface winds, respectively
(Heather Holbach, Personal Communication, 2021). Further
complicating the problem, SFMR typically underestimates
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3.2.3. SFMR
SFMR, a passive C-band instrument, senses microwave
radiation from six frequencies emitted by the ocean surface.
Wind speed estimates and rain rate estimates are retrieved
simultaneously using the six channels that are sensitive to
ocean roughness and wind speed. Precipitation is an absorber
at these frequencies and the absorption has a stronger dependence on frequency in the presence of rain. Using this characteristic over narrowly spaced frequencies, the SFMR
algorithm estimates both the wind speed and rain rate. Over
the years, extensive calibration efforts have improved SFMR
wind speed estimates (Uhlhorn and Black, 2003; Uhlhorn
et al., 2007; Klotz and Uhlhorn, 2014; Sapp et al., 2019),
which are still ongoing as discussed in section 2. SFMR observations are often considered the best ground truth for
satellite-based sensors (Sapp et al., 2019) with sensitivity to
wind speeds from 30 kt (15 m s1) to 150 kt (75 m s1) and
errors of 6e14 kt (3e7 m s1), as seen in Table 3. Standardization of inherently pointwise and instantaneous SFMR
data is required to account for spatial and temporal averaging
differences.

Atlantic are intermittent and some of the aircraft cannot
penetrate the TC core. Although aircraft observations are
extensively used when available, there is a heavy reliance on
satellite reconnaissance of TCs in all basins.
3.2.2. Microwave radiometers
Microwave instruments are either passive (receive only) or
active (transmitting and receiving), and their applicability to
retrieving wind observations depends on the frequency. Microwave frequencies (300 MHze300 GHz) and wavelengths
(1 me1 mm) have several atmospheric windows that are
useful for many atmospheric applications and complement
traditional visible and infrared frequencies associated with
geostationary satellites. Since meteorological microwave frequencies are often described in terms of bands, see Table 2 for
this information. Radiative transmissivity at most frequencies
within the microwave spectrum is minimally and selectively
affected by cloud particles and smoke, and observations in
microwave bands are not degraded by reflection of sunlight off
the Earth's surface. However, the microwave energy emitted by
the Earth is small relative to reflectance and decreases with
increasing wavelength, so microwave instruments require
large receivers (dishes) with high signal sensitivity. These low
Earth orbiting microwave instruments have large Earth surface
footprints and low spatial resolution due to their longer
wavelengths.
The high transmissivity of most microwave radiation
through Earth's atmosphere and the relationship between wind
speed and ocean surface emissivity at longer C-band and Lband microwave wavelengths allows scientists to estimate the
extreme wind speeds associated with TCs over the open ocean
using microwave sensor observations. Emissions from windroughened ocean surface also increase nearly linearly with
wind speed at these longer wavelengths (Nordberg et al., 1971;
Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh, 1980; Reul and Chapron,
2003; Anguelova and Webster, 2006, Hwang et al., 2019a,
2019b). The C-band signal (4e8 GHz; 7.5e3.75 cm) does not
saturate in extreme winds, even up to 135 kt (70 m s-1) and
above (Reul et al., 2012, 2016; Yueh et al., 2013; Meissner
et al., 2014, 2017; Fore et al., 2016). However, C-Band signals attenuate in extreme rainfall (Tournadre and Quilfen,
2003; Alpers et al., 2016), which often occurs in TCs.

3.2.4. Space-based radiometers
Unlike higher-frequency radiometers, L-band (1e2 GHz;
30e15 cm) radiometers are mostly unaffected by liquid or
frozen precipitation (Wentz, 2005; Reul et al., 2012). For wind
speeds below 30 kt (15 m s1), the performance of L-band
radiometers is typically poor relative to other sensors. This
performance issue is due to larger radiometer noise and lower
sensitivity of the L-band radiometers. However, L-band radiometers provide measurements of extreme ocean wind speeds
up to 150 kt (75 m s1) (Reul et al., 2016, 2017; Yueh et al.,
2016; Meissner et al., 2017). The 40- to 60-km resolution of
current L-band radiometers prohibit observation of small scale
features such as eyewalls, and likely underestimate extreme
wind speeds in these regions. L-band wind speed retrievals
also require ancillary ocean surface temperature and salinity
from an ocean model like the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model
(Metzger et al., 2008). Thus, wind speed estimates are typically too high in areas such as the mouth of the Amazon where
salinity is low and poorly resolved in daily model analyses. Lband wind retrievals may also be adversely affected by radio/
cell phone interference (Soldo et al., 2015; Mohammed et al.,
2016).
Other passive observing systems (Table 3) that currently
enable low-latency surface wind speed estimates inside the
rainy TC environment include the AMSR2 (Tachi et al., 1989;
Kawanishi and coauthors, 2003; Imaoka et al., 2010), SMAP
(Entekhabi et al., 2004), and SMOS (Mecklenburg et al.,
2016). The WindSat sensor (Gaiser et al., 2004) provided
microwave observations for TCs until May 2021; data from
that sensor for past TCs are available in archives (see the data
availability statement). For each of these observing systems
there is at least one algorithm that provides all-weather surface
wind estimates, each trained on and/or tested against SFMR
data. As evident in Table 3, each observing system has its own
frequency (or frequencies), swath width, and surface footprint

Table 2
Microwave band codes typically used in meteorological applications.
Band

Wavelength [cm]

Frequency [GHz]

mm
W
V
Ka
K
Ku
X
C
S
L

0.1e0.27
0.27e0.4
0.4e0.75
0.75e1.11
1.11e1.67
1.67e2.4
2.4e3.8
3.9e7.5
7.5e15.0
15.0e30.0

300e110
110e75
75e40
40e27
27e18
18.0e12.5
12.5e8.0
8.0e4.0
4.0e2.0
2.0e1.0
130

Swath width

Data footprint size

TC Wind speed
Ranges (kt)

Errors (kt) Caveats

SFMR

Wind speed

6 Channels ranging
from 4.6 to 7.2 GHz

22 beam width

30s sample:
At 0.3 km
0.2  3.9 km
At 1.5 km
0.6  5.1 km
At 3 km
1.3  7.2 km

30e150

6e14

AMSR2

Wind speed

6.9 GHz
10.7 GHz
18.7 GHz
23.8 GHz
36.6 GHz
89.0 GHz

1450 km

25  25 km

0e60 (NESDIS)
0-140 (JAXA)

?
14

ASCAT

Wind vectors 5.3 GHz

two 550 km wide
swaths

25 km (common)
0e70
12.5 km (hi-resolution/coastal)

3

OSCAT

Wind vectors 13.5 GHz

1800 km

25 km
50 km

0e60

3

HY-2B/C

Wind vectors 13.25 GHz

1800 km

25 km

0e60

 Availability
(aircraft only)
 Errors are largest in
rain <50 kt
 An increasing high
biased above 80 kt
(10 kt @ 165 kt)
 Limited Spatial
coverage
 Not available
within 50 km of
land
 Flagged errors can
be caused by sun
glint and radio
interference
 Saturation starts
near 50 kt
 Wind speeds saturate near 70 kt

 Saturation starts
near 50 kt
 Wind speeds saturate near 70 kt
 Sensitive to heavy
rainfall (rain
flagged)
 Noisier than Cband in TC
environment
 Saturation starts
near 50 kt
 Wind speeds saturate near 70 kt
 Sensitive to heavy
rainfall (rain
flagged)
 Noisier than Cband in TC
environment

Suggested Use References
Ground Truth
RMW
VMAX
R34
R50
R64

Sapp et al. (2019)
Uhlhorn and Black
(2003)
Uhlhorn et al. (2007)
Klotz and Uhlhorn
(2014)

Large RMW
VMAX support
R34
R50
R64

Alsweiss et al. (2018)
Shibata (2006)
Shibata (2002)
Chang et al. (2015)

Large RMW
VMAX support
R34
R50

Verspeek et al. (2010)
Ricciardulli and
Wentz (2015)
Soisuvarn et al.
(2013)
Stoffelen et al., 2017
Gohil et al. (2013)
Lin et al. (2018)

Large RMWs
R34
R50

Large RMWs
R34
R50

Wang et al. (2020)
Zhao et al. (2016)
Zhao and Zhao (2019)

(continued on next page)
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Type of data Channels
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Table 3
Summary of remote sensing wind speed/vector estimation methods discussed in Section 3. Wind speeds are expressed in operational units of kt (1 kt ¼ 0.514 ms1). The term “VMAX support” implies such data
may, at times, provide information relevant, particularly a minimum, for the operational estimation of VMAX. Large RMW are defined here as greater than 75 km or the 75th percentile following Kimball and
Mulekar (2004).

Swath width

Data footprint size

TC Wind speed
Ranges (kt)

Errors (kt) Caveats

SMAP

Wind speed

1.4 GHz

1000 km

40 km RSS
60 km JPL

25e150

4e9

SMOS

Wind speed

1.4 GHz

1000 km

40 km

15e75

5e7

SAR

Wind speed

5.4 GHz

400 km in Extra Wide 20  40 m
Swath Mode

0e150

5

WindSat (allweather)

Wind Speed

1025 km

25  35 km

0e150

4e8

CYGNSS

Wind Speed

6.9 GHz
10.7 GHz
18.7 GHz
23.8 GHz
36.6 GHz
1.6 GHz

Along reflection
points

15  15 km

10e70

2e12

 Requires ancillary
sea surface temperature and salinity
 Large error
possible in areas of
fresh water intrusion like river
deltas.
 Requires ancillary
sea surface temperature and salinity
 Large error
possible in areas of
fresh water intrusion like river
deltas.
 Intermittent nature
of acquisitions
 Can be more latent
 Spatial averaging
(3  3 km) used to
approximate 1-min
sustained winds
 Some attenuation in
extreme (>80 mm)
precipitation
 Not available
within 50 km of
Land







Suggested Use References
VMAX support Meissner et al. (2014)
VMAX support Yueh et al. (2016)
Meissner et al. (2017)
R34
R50
Fore et al. (2018)
R64

VMAX support Reul et al. (2012)
R34
Yueh et al. (2013)
R50
Reul et al. (2016)
R64
Yueh et al. (2016)
Meissner et al. (2017)

RMW
VMAX
R34
R50
R64

Large RMW
VMAX support
R34
R50
R64
VMAX support
Sensitive to variR34*
ability of GPS/
GNSS transmission R50*
R64*
signals
Coverage is limited
Errors increase with
wind speed
Dependent on sea
state (fully developed vs. young
seas), latter typical
in TCs

Zhang et al. (2012)
Horstmann et al.
(2015)
Hwang et al. (2015)
Mouche et al. (2017)
Mouche et al. (2019)

Meissner et al. (2021)
Manaster et al. (2021)

Ruf and
Balasubramaniam
(2018)
Ruf et al. (2018)
Ruf et al. (2019)
Morris and Ruf
(2017a), b
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Meissner and Wentz, 2009; Shibata, 2002, 2006;
Zabolotskikh et al., 2015), two of which are available in operations: NOAA's Center for Satellite Applications and
Research (Chang et al., 2015; Alsweiss et al., 2018) and the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency's (JAXA) all-weather
Sea Surface Wind Speed algorithm (Shibata, 2002, 2006).
Each algorithm provides wind speed estimates at a resolution
of 25 km. The JAXA algorithm is trained using buoy data, and
the NOAA algorithm is trained using buoy and SFMR data
gathered in tropical and extra-tropical cyclones. AMSR2
winds are flagged in areas of sun glint and radio interference.
An inter-comparison of these products (Alsweiss et al., 2018)
suggests that both are applicable for TC operations for wind
speeds up to 140 kt (70 m s1), although the reported applicability ranges are product dependent as are reported errors,
which could be as high as 14 kt (7m s1). AMSR2 wind speed
are available from JAXA, NOAA, and Remote Sensing Systems. Existing WindSat algorithms (e.g., Bettenhausen et al.,
2006) that provide wind vectors have generally performed
poorly in TCs, but new WindSat all-weather wind speed algorithms, discussed in section 3.3, show more promise
(Meissner et al., 2021). At this time, AMSR2 wind speeds are
available to NHC and JTWC, but NHC is not using these in
operations.
3.2.6. SMAP and SMOS
NASA's SMAP Mission/Satellite (Entekhabi et al., 2010,
2014) was designed to provide soil moisture and freeze/thaw
information using passive L-band (1.4 GHz) radiometer and
active L-band (1.2 GHz) radar instruments that share a 6-m
dish. The radar on SMAP failed in July 2015, but the radiometer continues to operate. SMAP brightness temperatures
retrievals over oceans are also available to estimate wind
speed. Two algorithms are presented in Meissner et al. (2014;
2017), which produces a 40 km resolution product, and in Fore
et al. (2018) and Yueh et al. (2016), which produces a 60 km
resolution product (Table 3). Meissner et al. (2017) and Fore
et al. (2018) used SFMR averaged over matching 25 km and
60 km SMAP resolutions for training, respectively. The use of
smaller averaging areas leads to higher wind speed estimates
from the Meissner et al. (2017) product. Wind speed estimates
from both algorithms are available in near real-time. The
NASA/JPL product (Fore et al., 2018) and the Remote Sensing
Systems product (Meissner et al., 2017) are accessible from
sites listed in the data availability statement. SMAP wind
speeds are useful in the range 25e150 kt (12e75 m s1) with
errors of 3.5e9 kt (1.8e4.5 m s1). However, the effective
extreme wind speeds are limited by sensor resolution and the
algorithms' training methods. Fig. 2a shows an example of
Meissner et al. (2017) SMAP wind speed estimates for
Typhoon Hagibis, including R34, R50, and R64 estimates, on
October 9, 2019 at 0800 UTC. At this time, JTWC estimated
intensity around 140 kt, while the 40-km pixel sized SMAP/
SMOS composite indicated extremes of just over 100 kt.
The European Space Agency (ESA) Soil Moisture and
Ocean Salinity (SMOS; Kerr et al., 2010; Mecklenburg et al.,
2016) is a synthetic aperture radiometer that measures the

Fig. 2. Surface wind speed retrieved from (top left) SMAP and (top right)
SMOS as the satellite swaths covered Typhoon Hagibis on November 9,
2019 at 0836 UTC and 0834 UTC, respectively. c) Merged SMOS þ SMAP
surface wind field. Wind speed contours at 34-kt (thick blue curve), 50-kt (red
thick curve) and 64-kt (magenta curve) are superimposed with the background
wind fields. The thin color circles indicate radii from TC center to 1000 km in
100-km increments.

characteristics. Accordingly, each observing system can
observe a different wind speed range and has unique error
characteristics. Table 3 includes caveats, suggested uses, and
related references for each system. In this section, we summarize the primary characteristics of each observing system
that are relevant to practical application in TC forecasting,
using Table 3 as our guide.
3.2.5. AMSR2
AMSR2 is a conical scanner that detects frequencies within
bands centered at 6.9, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.6 and 89.0 GHz,
and has vertical and horizontal polarization. Each AMSR2
channel is sensitive to surface winds, but individual bands are
attenuated to varying degrees by cloud water (increased
attenuation with increased frequency), water vapor (peak near
20 GHz), SST (peak near 7 GHz), and ice. WindSat includes
the same channels, except 89 GHz. Wind retrieval from both
sensors follow the same process as SFMR, using multiple
channels and eliminating signals related to SST changes, cloud
water, and precipitation. There are multiple AMSR2 wind
speed algorithms (Alsweiss et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2015;
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Fig. 3. (top left) Wind vector in Hurricane Ike, on September 11, 2008, QuikSCAT and (top right) ASCAT-A and rain rate from Special Sensor Microwave Imager
(SSM/I) (bottom left). The QuikSCAT wind field is rain contaminated, as indicated by a negative bias in depicted wind speeds (southeast quadrant) and wind
vectors rotated perpendicular to the satellite track. ASCAT is mostly unaffected by rain at these wind speeds and rain intensity.

retrieving winds speeds based on SFMR filtered averages and
their validation are provided by Reul et al. (2012, 2016, 2017)
and Yueh et al. (2013). Near real-time data access is available
from ESA in the form of SMOS-based wind speeds and
Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecast System (ATCF;
Sampson and Schrader, 2000) formatted “fixes” (estimates of
intensity and wind radii in text form). SMOS wind speeds are
applicable in the range 30e150 kt (15e75 m s1) with errors
of 5.4e7.2 kt (2.7e3.6 m s1). Fig. 2b shows a SMOS surface
wind speed analysis for Hagibis, and Fig. 2c combines both

spatial Fourier transform of the emitted brightness temperature, which is referred to as visibility. This visibility function is
converted into scene brightness temperatures, from which the
surface wind speed can be retrieved. SMOS data were trained
using a combination of SFMR and the Hurricane Research
Division's H*Wind (Powell et al., 1998, section 3c) analyses.
Training data sampled within 12 h of each SMOS observation
were averaged using 2D Gaussian windows with a standard
deviation of 43 km, and the resultant averages were extrapolated to match SMOS sensor resolution. The details about
134

SMAP and SMOS wind speed analyses on the same image as
they are nearly concurrent passes. The concurrent passes not
only indicate a more complete depiction of the wind speed
structure; they demonstrate some consistency between the
two L-Band swaths.

Knaff et al. (2011)

Demuth et al. (2006)

Knaff et al. (2016)
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3.2.7. Scatterometers
Scatterometers (Table 3) are primary sources of surface
winds for TC forecast operations (Brennan et al., 2009)d
ASCAT remains a critical asset at NHC and JTWC even
today. They have the longest history of any satellite-based
surface wind observation sensor, starting in 1991 with the
European Remote Sensing (ERS-1 and ERS-2) C-band
scatterometers (Attema, 1991; Stoffelen, 1998). Numerous
scatterometers have launched since then, including NASA's
much-cited Ku-band scatterometer, QuikScat (Lungu and
Callahan, 2006), in 1999. While scatterometer data are
most applicable for estimating R34, the sensors provide
trustworthy wind speed measurements up to around 65 kt
(33 m s1), with mean errors around 3 kt (1.5 m s1). Wind
speed detection has decreased sensitivity starting at 50 kt
(25 m s1) with complete signal saturation at approximately
70 kt (35 m s1) (Wentz and Smith, 1999; Verspeek et al.,
2010; Ricciardulli and Wentz, 2015; Soisuvarn et al., 2013;
Stoffelen et al., 2017a). Errors can be much larger in strong
wind speed gradients such as those near the RMW due to the
coarse spatial resolution. Despite the typical signal saturation, ASCAT has produced winds of 85 kt in very strong
extratropical cyclones (see https://storymaps.arcgis.com/
stories/83038d799d7249b68e81be1aa7ff84fd).
Three operationally available scatterometer types used
frequently for near real-time TC observation are the
Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT; Figa-Salda~na et al., 2002),
SCATSAT2 (Misra et al., 2019), and the HY-2 scatterometer
(HSCAT) (Zhao et al., 2016). ASCAT, HSCAT and SCATSAT operate in a co-polarized manner where the radar signal
is emitted and received in the same polarization. ASCAT is a
C-band scatterometer (5.225 GHz) carried onboard three
operational satellites, Europe's Meteorological Operational
satellite (Metop)-A, -B, and eC. SCATSAT and its shareddesign predecessor, OSCAT, carried on the Indian OceanSat
satellite are Ku-band scatterometers with larger swatch
widths (Table 3). Ku-band wind retrievals are impacted by
rainfall in TCs (Stiles and Yueh, 2002; Tournadre and
Quilfen, 2003; Draper and Long, 2004; Hilburn et al.,
2006; Weissman and Bourassa, 2008; Portabella et al.,
2012). The Ku-band also starts losing sensitivity at about
50 kt (25 m s1) with complete loss above 60 kt (30 m s1).
Much like SCATSAT, HSCAT is a scatterometer operating in
Ku-band at 13.25 GHz which traces out a ~1300 km, and as
such suffer from the same impacts from rainfall and saturation near 50 kt (25 m s1), and has performance similar to
SCATSAT (Zhao and Zhao, 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Ad

 Requires current location, motion and intensity information
 Estimates are too low for very large TCs
30
10
N/A
Multi-Platform
Estimates

5
50 GHz
Microwave Sounders

30

 Requires current location, motion and intensity information for wind radii
 Performs poorly in small TCs

R34
R50
R64
VMAX support
(in weak TCs)
R34
R50
R64
RMW
R34
R50
R64
 Requires current location, motion and intensity information
 Works best for mature symmetric TCs
5
~11.0 mm
IR-vortex

25

References
Suggested Use
Caveats
Mean Errors (n mi)
Output Resolution (n mi)
Channels
Name

Table 4
Summary of satellite applications designed to estimate tropical cyclone operational wind structure metrics. Shown are the name of the method, the satellite channels utilized, the effective resolution of metric
estimation, estimated mean errors, caveats, suggested uses, and references. Here we use operational units of n mi (1 n mi ¼ 1.852 km).
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discontinued following an irrecoverable instrument failure on 28 February
2021.
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Fig. 4. SAR wind speed estimates for Tropical Cyclone Veronica (2019) as it approached Western Australia (a) valid March 22, 2019 at 2147 UTC and (b) valid
March 23, 2019 at 2139 UTC. Black x's mark the location of the maximum winds and provide the wind speed in units of kt. JTWC's best track data indicate that the
storm intensity was 95e110 kt on the 22nd and 85e105 kt on the 23rd.

Lee et al., 2010; Pi~neros et al., 2008, 2010; Reul et al.,
2016). The Knaff et al., (2016) method uses a modified
Rankine vortex (Depperman, 1947) to provide wind radii for
subjective (Dvorak, 1984; Velden et al., 2006) and objective
Dvorak intensity estimates (Olander and Velden, 2019).
Another algorithm uses data from microwave sounders aboard
several operational satellites [NOAA-18, -19, 20, Metop-A,
-B, eC, Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (SNPP)]
to derive both VMAX and wind radii (Demuth et al., 2006).
Yet another, multi-platform algorithm analyzes information
from IR images (Knaff et al., 2015), microwave sounders,
atmospheric motion vectors, and scatterometers to provide
wind radii and RMW estimates (Knaff et al., 2011). Additional
details on these methods are listed in Table 4, including
channels used, output resolution of the algorithms, mean errors
of R34, caveats associated with each technique, suggested
operational uses, and references.
Wind radii and possibly position and intensity (VMAX)
derived from many of the methods discussed above are
compiled into ATCF “fix deck” files (comma-delimited text
data files) for use in U.S. operational TC forecast centers.
ATCF system graphical user interfaces present fix deck file
information to forecasters to aid real-time assessment, postseason analysis and other tasks. The fix deck file data are
retained as a historical archive of the time, location, and surface wind structure elements extracted from satellite, aircraft,
and algorithm/analysis. More information on the fix deck is
available at (https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/atcf_web/docs/
database/new/newfdeck.txt). Other international forecast centers have developed similar databases, and users should check
with those centers to determine availability and specifics on
their individual records.

Stoffelen, personal communication 2021). It is notable that
HY-2C is not in a sun synchronous orbit that will allow more
regular comparisons to other satellite-bases estimates. ASCAT
SCATSAT, and HSCAT data are available from the Koninklijk
Nederlands Meteorologisch Institute (KMNI) based on their
algorithms. Usage of these data varies. For example, JTWC
using all of the above mentioned scatterometer data while
NHC only uses ASCAT routinely.
Several algorithms based on empirical models, known as
Geophysical Model Functions (GMFs), have been developed
to estimate surface wind vectors from ASCAT (Wentz and
Smith, 1999; Verspeek et al., 2010; Ricciardulli and Wentz,
2015; Soisuvarn et al., 2013; Stoffelen et al., 2017a) and
SCATSAT and HSCAT (Gohil et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2018)
data. Most ASCAT algorithms used in operations are produce
25 km resolution products, but coastal or high-resolution
ASCAT is available from KNMI and Brigham Young University. Scatterometer wind retrieval algorithms are primarily
trained using buoy data. The impact of rain on wind retrievals
is dependent on the sensor wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The C-band (ASCAT) wind speeds are much higher and less
attenuated than those from a Ku-band instrument (Fig. 3a and
b), and wind directions in the C-band remain cyclone-like in
the rainy area shown by the Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) rain rates in Fig. 3c.
3.2.8. Indirect measurements
Operational forecast centers and supporting organizations
also use a variety of techniques to generate wind radii wind
estimates from infrared (IR) imagery, microwave sounders,
and multi-platform technique inputs including scatterometers,
infrared imagery, and microwave sounders (Table 4). Infrared
wind radii estimates are based on empirical relationships between the size of the IR cloud shield and the size and intensity
of a TC (JTWC, 1989,1990; Rupp and Lander, 1996). These
relationships have been formalized in many studies (Dolling
et al., 2016; Knaff et al., 2014, 2016; Kossin et al., 2007;

3.3. Emerging capabilities
Several other satellite algorithms for measuring TC surface
winds have recently been introduced to operational
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Fig. 5. (a) SMAP wind speeds (b) WindSat all-weather winds, and (c) WindSat rain rate for Tropical Cyclone Amphan in the Bay of Bengal at 12 UTC on May 18,
2020. Contours of 33, 25.7, and 17.5 ms1are shown in the top two panels for comparison.

forecasters. These include spaceborne synthetic aperture
(active) radars (SARs), WindSat all-weather wind speeds, and
Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry (GNSS-R).

collects both co- and cross-polarized data in an alternating
fashion. Three follow-on satellites, called the RadarSat
Constellation Mission (RCM; Thompson, 2015) were
launched in June of 2019 and declared operational on
December 20, 2019. Copernicusdthe European Union's Earth
Observing Programmedalso operates Sentinel 1A (2014) and
1B (2016), and provides acquisitions free of charge. Sentinel
1 A/B have co- and cross-polarization SAR capabilities that
have been used to reconnoiter TC surface winds speeds, and
combined co-polarized (lower wind speeds) and crosspolarized (higher wind speeds) SAR algorithms (Mouche
et al., 2017). That SAR wind speed algorithm output is
based on 3-km averages of SFMR wind speeds. Sentinel-1's,
RadarSat-2 and RCM SARs are capable of measuring winds
up to 150 kt (75 m s1) with errors comparable to those of
SFMR data (Mouche ta al. 2019). There are signs of signal
attenuation in the heaviest rain (>80 mm h1), but such
attenuation can be filtered out via image processing methods
described in Koch (2004), which are currently being

3.3.1. SAR
Since the first SAR, SEASAT (NASA, 1978), ocean surface
wind retrievals (Monaldo et al., 2003; Dagestad et al., 2012)
have improved for speeds less than 70 kt (35 ms1) with
development efforts applied specifically to TCs (Gonzalez
et al., 1982; Katsaros et al., 2000). Most past SARs operate
in co-polarization mode similar to ASCAT, which decreases
sensitivity to wind speeds greater than 70 kt (35 m s1). Again,
a co-polarized radar emits and receives in a single polarization. But starting with RadarSat-2 (CSA, 2007), SARs also
have a cross-polarized mode that is more sensitive to extreme
wind speeds found in TCs (Zhang et al., 2012; Horstmann
et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2015). A cross-polarized signal is
collected when the SAR emits the signal in one polarization
and receives in the other. The typical cross-polarized mode
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considered for operational application. Fig. 4a and b shows
two SAR passes of Tropical Cyclone Veronica (2019) separated by 24 h. Fine details are evident in the imagery including
polygonal eyewall features (Schubert et al., 1999) and the
rotation of the maximum winds, marked by x's, from left of TC
clockwise to the front and right as Veronica approached land.
Fig. 4b also shows the effect of rain attenuation in the
southeast quadrant, where winds drop from ~50 m s1 (reds)
to ~30 m s1 (greens) over a span of about 20 km just outside
the RMW. These images show that SAR's instantaneous wind
field provides all of the information needed to estimate
VMAX, RMAX, R34, R50, and R64.
The main limitation of SAR is its sporadic availability.
Unlike most satellites in low Earth orbit that continuously
collect and broadcast data, SARs are operated following predefined acquisition plans as these radars are operated in
different exclusive modes. Any modifications of this plan requires specific request to change the mission, typically two to
three days ahead of any acquisition. Data policy is different
depending on agency. Radarsat-2 data is fee for service while
Sentinel-1 data are free. To collect Sentinel-1 SAR passes over
TCs, requests must be submitted through the Copernicus
Emergency Management Service. Similarly, RadarSat-2 and
RCM data have to be ordered through the Canadian Space
Agency via MDA Ltd. Efforts within the WMO and Institut
Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer
(IFREMER) are underway to formalize SAR acquisitions over
TCs as done for Mouche et al. (2017), where TC observations
from the Satellite Hurricane Observations Campaign collected
SAR data over TCs from 2016 to 2018. While SAR passes will
become more common in the future, latency3 and scheduling
issues will continue to limit operational use. Archived
RadarSat-2, RMC, and Sentinel-1 passes are available publicly
for post-storm analysis and research from both NOAA and
IFREMER, as described in the data availability statement.
3.3.2. All-weather wind speeds
WindSat employs the same channels as AMSR2, less the
89 GHz channel, so its wind speed algorithm also suffers from
rain contamination (Meissner and Wentz, 2009). As with
AMSR2, rain contamination can be mitigated by combining
data from C-band and X-band channels that have both vertical
and horizontal polarization (Meissner and Wentz, 2009;
Zabolotskikh et al., 2015). These “all-weather wind speed”
algorithms can be developed using SMAP wind speeds as
ground truth because SMAP and WindSat have similar
ascending times (approximately 18:00 Local) resulting in a
large number of nearly-coincident WindSat and SMAP cases.
Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) is currently training their
WindSat algorithm to produce all-weather wind speed estimates with promising results (Meissner et al., 2021; Manaster
et al., 2021). Fig. 5 shows a comparison between SMAP
(Fig. 5a) and WindSat all-weather winds (Fig. 5b) in the case

Fig. 6. A CYGNSS overpass of Hurricane Lee on September 26, 2017. (a)
CYGNSS wind speed product (kt) where dashed-cross line denotes best track
locations and red dots denote the interpolated center position during the
CYGNSS pass. (b) CYGNSS wind speed (kt), but projected in storm centric
coordinates, with the closest-in-time wind radii estimates visualized for
comparison. (c) CYGNSS parametric model retrieval for all quadrants.

3
Within the last year, several RadarSat-2 TC wind speed estimates have
been provided to JTWC within 2 h of acquisition.
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Fig. 7. Suggested uses for satellite-based sensors for determining operational estimates of TC structure, specifically the broad circulation, inner-core structural
features, and those associated with the VMAX and RMW. Guidance is applicable for average size TCs.

2018; CYGNSS, 2019). The demonstrated wind speed observation range for GNSS-R is 20e140 kt (10e70 m s1) with
errors up to 12 kt (6 m s1). CYGNSS sampling depends on
both CYGNSS and GPS satellite orbits, and is therefore a
function of latitude, and time and space window choices
(BussyeVirat et al., 2018). The use of multiple microsatellites
in a constellation increases both areal coverage and revisit
times. Morris and Ruf (2017a, b) have developed objective
methods to estimate TC intensity, wind radii, RMW, and integrated kinetic energy from CYGNSS wind speed estimates. The
Morris and Ruf parametric model interpolates across tracks of
CYGNSS observations through a storm, generating objective
estimates of TC surface wind structure. Fig. 6a shows an
example of CYGNSS coverage in Hurricane Lee (2017), a
storm centric view (Fig. 6b) and outputs of the Morris and Ruf
parametric model, Fig. 6c. CYGNSS provides fine resolution
wind estimates only within the sensor's coverage areas (swaths),
whereas the parametric model provides RMW, intensity, and
wind radii. CYGNSS winds were initially adversely affected by
variable signal strength from the GPS satellites that CubeSat
design had not accounted for.
In addition to CYGNSS, the commercial spaceborne
Earth observation sector has begun to launch low-cost
SmallSats for a variety of applications. For example, Spire
Global, Inc. launched and operated a constellation of 84 3U
CubeSats with at least 30 focused on GNSS science and
observations (Masters et al., 2019) as of December 2019.
Effectively using data from all these relatively inexpensive
SmallSats remains a challenge for developers and operators.
If real-time capabilities are added, temporal and spatial
coverage of oceanic winds would be enhanced beyond what
is shown in Fig. 6a.

of Tropical Cyclone Amphan in the Bay of Bengal at 12 UTC
on May 18, 2020. Wind speeds are similar, even in the presence of extreme rainfall as indicated by the WindSat rain rate
estimates (Fig. 5c). Such estimates complement other sensor
data, providing additional temporal and spatial coverage.
WindSat data unfortunately is no longer available, but an allweather algorithm is a possibility for the U.S. Department of
Defense's Weather Satellite Follow-on mission (WSF-M; Ball,
2019; OEPortal, 2020). Because SMAP wind speeds were
used to train the algorithm, wind speed ranges and errors from
the WindSat all-weather wind speed algorithm are expected to
be similar to those of SMAP (Table 3).
3.3.3. GNSS-R techniques
GNSS-R is a remote sensing technique that uses L-band
navigation satellite signals, specifically those that reflect from
a surface. Reflection of the signal between the transmitting and
receiving satellites provides a time delay and a frequency
changeda Delay Doppler Map. The Delay Doppler Map's
shape and power distribution over an ocean area is dictated by
two reflecting surface conditions: the ocean's dielectric properties (known) and its roughness state, which is related to the
wind speed (Zavorotny et al., 2014).
A current NASA mission, the Cyclone Global Navigation
Satellite System (CYGNSS), is testing the GNSS-R technology.
CYGNSS uses a constellation of eight microsatellites (SmallSats weighing 10e100 kg), each with a 4-channel GNSS-R
radar receiver capable of measuring L-band (specifically L1
or 1.6 GHz) Global Positioning System (GPS) signals scattered
from the surface (Ruf et al., 2016a, b; 2019; NASA 2020).
CYGNSS retrievals are confined to very narrow swaths across
the ocean surface (Ruf et al., 2019; Ruf and Balasubramaniam,
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3.5.1. Broad TC wind structure
Ku- and C-band scatterometers are the primary source of
observations for assessing 10e50 kt (5e25 m s1) surface
winds over water, which are typically associated with the
broader TC circulation. When available, these scatterometers
provide estimates at 12.5e25 km grid points. The wind speed
signal is most accurate below 50 kt (25 m s1) and in the
absence of rain in the case of Ku-Band instruments (Donelan
et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2013; Hwang and Fois, 2015; Sapp
et al., 2016). Multi-banded radiometers such as AMSR2 and
WindSat can also be useful in these wind speed ranges
(Alsweiss et al., 2018), and have the advantage of observing
large coverage areas at adequate resolutions. Forecasters
should avoid using data from L-band radiometers such as
SMAP and SMOS for analyzing wind speeds less than 30 kt
(15 m s1) as these sensors suffer from noise and low sensitivity at these low wind speeds. Using scatterometry
augmented by radiometer-based (e.g., AMSR2) wind speed
estimates to fill the spatial and temporal gaps is an optimal
approach to wind analysis. If aircraft reconnaissance is available, SFMR can offer an independent data source. SFMR error
standard deviations are 5e11 kt (2.4e5.6 m s1) at wind
speeds below 50 kt (25 m s1) in light rain (Sapp et al., 2019).
R34 and R50 estimates can be garnered from these data, either
objectively or through visual inspection.
TC-specific algorithms based on microwave sounder, IR
imagery, and multi-platform technique also provide R34 estimates. Beware that these algorithms prescribe structures to
TCs and make assumptions about structure that are more
applicable to TCs of higher intensity. These algorithms also
provide estimates of R50 and R64, but such estimates still
need validation, as errors are not well known. Fig. 7 provides
current guidance on best practices to determine broad circulation (less than 50 kt or 25 m s1) from satellite-based
methods.
When multiple objective wind radii estimates are available
in a 6-h period, forecasters can use an equally weighted
average of the estimates to reduce fluctuations in R34 through
time (Sampson et al., 2017, 2018). Despite lower skill, the
infrared, microwave sounder, and multi-platform technique
wind radii estimates are sometimes included in these averages
to improve temporal consistency in wind radii estimation. One
can also attempt to apply weights based on errors associated
with each method to provide higher quality average estimates.

3.4. Archive data sets
Algorithm development, climatology studies, and other
basic research all rely on archive data sets, and archive owners
often seek partnerships with prospective users. Surface wind
data archives are particularly useful given their operational
relevance and the long history of surface wind measurements
in both operations and experiments.
NOAA's Hurricane Research Division (HRD) maintains
an archive of both NOAA research data and operationallycollected data from both NOAA and U.S. Air Force hurricane aircraft reconnaissance. Several reconnaissance datasets,
including
reprocessed
SFMR,
flight-level
meteorological observations, dropwindsondes, and unmanned aerial vehicle observations, as well as derived
products, are available from HRD's website. These datasets
and products complement ATCF forecast, advisory, and
satellite fix databases in tropical cyclone analysis and
research applications. HRD also developed a surface wind
analysis called H*Wind that synthesized ship, buoy, SFMR,
and flight level wind observations (Powell et al., 1998). In
2014, H*Wind was transferred to Hwind Scientific, which is
now part of Risk Management Systems. Analyses are
available by request for scientific use (https://www.rms.com/
event-response/hwind).
A number of remotely sensed datasets are available in
addition to the previously cited SAR archives. NASA hosts
a TC-focused archive for QuikScat data on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Tropical Cyclone Information System
web site, which also includes experimental data from
several other instruments (when available). Data in the
QuikScat archive are reprocessed version 3 of the science
quality data (SeaPAC, 2013; Fore et al., 2014), which have
been further processed (Stiles et al., 2014) to capture
higher TC winds and transform them into azimuthal averages (Chavas and Vigh, 2015). Other archived remotely
sensed data sources include KNMI's scatterometer database
and NOAA NESDIS's Ocean Surface Winds Team archive
of scatterometer and radiometer surface wind display
products. RSS maintains a reprocessed radiometer and
scatterometer archive. The website URLs for accessing
archived datasets are provided in data availability statements from each of the hosting organizations. We recognized there are many other Universities and organizations
that provide similar datasets, but have limited this section
to the most used of datasets.

3.5.2. Inner-core winds
As TCs intensify beyond 50 kt (25 m s1), eyewalls
become evident (Vigh et al., 2012) and horizontal wind gradients steepen. Two factors complicate satellite wind observation in the areas where steep wind speed gradients are
present: sensor resolution and sensitivity. Aircraft reconnaissance with both flight level and SFMR winds is the primary
choice for measuring high wind speed gradients, but such
measurements are rarely available outside the North Atlantic.
The signal of higher frequency radiometers (e.g., AMSR2 and
WindSat) remains sensitivity to winds exceeding 50 kt

3.5. Application to operations
Although it is advantageous to understand the nuances of
individual observing systems and algorithms, forecasters
require additional guidance regarding practical application of
datasets to specific analysis requirements. Here we address
considerations associated with applying the datasets to TC
analysis following storm structure, starting from the outside
and moving inward toward the TC core.
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Fig. 8. Observations available in near real-time on operational workstation, data repositories, or web sites for estimating tropical cyclone surface wind structure.
Noting that availability on operational workstations, which varies among agencies, likely ensure they could have been used for post-storm analysis. Thus, this
timeline represents the best scenario. Gray areas provide the starting/ending time, solid (hatched) arrows indicate wind vector (wind speed) estimates. Gray
horizontal areas (including text and arrows) indicate the time periods during which annotated information was available.

(25 m s1) without attenuation and can provide valuable information about the areal coverage of winds exceeding 50 kt
(25 m s1). AMSR2 provides more useful information than
WindSat at higher wind speeds because AMSR2 has an
89 GHz channel that better mitigates the effects of heavy rain.
The use case for these sensors are limited mostly by resolution, and in most cases, except small4 TCs, can provide 2-D
surface wind information to speeds up to 100 kt (50 m s1).
C- and Ku-band scatterometers provide wind vectors that are
most useful for estimating R50 since they are co-polarized and
lose sensitivity at wind speeds higher than 50 kt (25 m s1).
The two L-band sensors SMAP and SMOS, while unaffected
by rainfall or saturation issues, are limited by coarser resolution, and subjectively provide structure guidance up to about
90 kt (46 m s1), conservatively, in average-sized storms.
Nonetheless, these L-band sensors dramatically improve
temporal detection of these higher wind speeds despite resolution issues and increased error in areas where fresh water
flows into the ocean (Reul et al., 2016, 2017; Yueh et al., 2016,
Meissner et al., 2017).

4

Finally, SAR wind speeds are invaluable, as instantaneous
winds can be measured up to 150 kt (70 m s1) at 3 km or
higher resolution (Mouche et al., 2019). Determining timeaveraged winds from instantaneous SAR wind data is challenging. Recent study has shown that a 3-km wind average is
well correlated (R ¼ 0.92) with small biases (0.4 kt;
0.2 m s1) to 1-min sustained winds estimated from SFMR
(Combot et al., 2020). Fig. 7 provides suggested uses of the
satellite-based methods for average-sized5 TCs in the inner
core where winds are typically near or slightly below 50 kt
(25 m s1). Users should be cognizant that wind speeds estimates at coarse resolutions essentially represent a weighted
area average of the wind field, and in the steep horizontal wind
gradients, like in small TCs, cannot be resolved resulting in
both lower maxima and higher minima than could be captured
at finer resolutions.
3.5.3. VMAX and RMW
Estimating TC intensity, or VMAX, is also an important
part of the TC advisory process since it is often used to

ROCI <165 n mi (Knaff et al., 2016).

5
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classify the TC and to initialize various prediction models. In
situ observations are difficult to obtain due to both the severity
and small size of the extreme winds. Aircraft-based observations are critical to the NHC forecast process, but these observations are generally limited to the North Atlantic near
land. Fortunately, there are effective and reliable methods to
estimate VMAX in most situations when aircraft data are not
available. The subjective (Dvorak, 1984; Velden et al., 2006)
and automated (Olander and Velden, 2019) Dvorak techniques
have provided estimates of VMAX for decades. Intensity estimates from microwave imagers and sounders complement
the Dvorak-based information (Brueske and Velden, 2003;
Demuth et al., 2004; Herndon and Velden, 2014). Routine
Dvorak and Satellite Consensus estimates (SATCON; Velden
and Herndon, 2020) typically provide reasonable first
guesses at TC intensity, with root mean square errors (RMSEs)
of 4e12 kt/2e6 m s1 (Knaff et al., 2010). NHC forecasters
generally favor aircraft reconnaissance data from flight-level
and SFMR, if available, over satellite estimates for determining VMAX. If the initial VMAX estimate is below 70 kt
(35 ms1), co-polarized, both Ku- and C-Band scatterometry
may be considered, with more scrutiny being applied to KuBand instruments in heavy rain. Above 30 kt (15 ms1), surface winds from multi-band and L-band radiometers are
applicable. The L-band wind algorithms produce data with
resolution similar to the size of a RMW, and provide a lower
limit (floor) to VMAX when the RMW is less than 25 n mi
(47 km), the 25th percentile (Kimball and Mulekar, 2004).
Additionally, 3-km averaged co- and cross-polarized SAR
winds provide a reasonable basis for estimating VMAX, with
high correlations (>0.90), small biases (<3%) and RMSEs less
than 10 kt (5 m s1) when compared to SFMR observations
(Combot et al., 2020). In basins where SFMR observations are
unavailable, correlations between SAR winds and qualitycontrolled final best track analysis data are still large
(0.85) with biases of 1.3e3% and RMSEs of 12e16 kt
(6e8 m s1).
RMW estimates are often required at TC forecasting centers, and they are challenging to construct due to limited high
quality observations in the inner core. SFMR-based and flightlevel estimates of RMW can be quite different between the
inbound and outbound radial legs, and subjective analysis is
often still necessary. The best data source for RMW, when
available, is the co- and cross-polarized SAR. The SAR sensor
provides an instantaneous fine-scale snapshot of the entire
inner-core wind field. When available, SAR images depict
accurate estimates of RMW, VMAX, VMAX location and
operationally important wind asymmetries as shown in
Combot et al. (2020), with good correlation (>0.70) and small
root mean square errors (<12 km) relative to SFMR. These
relationships improve significantly if heavy rainfall near the
eyewall can be removed from the data retrieval (Combot et al.,
2020). High-frequency radiometers can provide additional
RMW information, especially for large [> 40 n mi (75 km)]
TC RMWs. In TCs with winds below ~50 kt (25 m s1),
forecasters can use wind data from scatterometers and high
frequency radiometers to estimate RMW. Scatterometer data

are exceptionally useful for analyzing the wind field in TCs
undergoing formation, although TCs with very small [< 15 n
mi (28 km), the 10th percentile (Kimball and Mulekar, 2004)]
RMWs early in development (Mallen et al., 2005, their Fig. 5)
present an additional challenge. Routine accurate estimates of
RMW from remotely sensed data will likely remain a challenge for operational forecasters.
4. Historical perspective, needs, and recommendations
4.1. Historical perspective
To understand the quality of best track wind radii information, we need to examine observation availability through
time (Fig. 8). Prior to 1988, only wind speed observations of
opportunity were available to operational TC forecasting
centers. The Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I),
which provided passive microwave data applicable for estimating wind speeds in rain free regions, began retrievals in
1987. The following year, aircraft data transmission latency
decreased as satellite-based transmission of aircraft reconnaissance information such as center fixes, which provided
central pressure estimates. Flight-level wind measurements
remained unreliable in this period.
By the 1990s, scatterometer winds became available to
operational forecasters. The European Space agency launched
the first C-band scatterometers on ERS-1 and -2, each with
narrow swaths of approximately 500 km and 25 km grid
spacing. Unfortunately, operational application of these early
scatterometer data is not well-documented, but was available
at JTWC around 1996 (e.g., Sampson and Schrader, 2000).
The NASA scatterometer (NSCAT), with two 600-km swaths
separated by a 330-km data gap, became the first Ku-band
scatterometer that was clearly referenced by TC forecasters.
NSCAT was launched on the Advanced Earth Observing
Satellite (ADEOS) on August 16, 1996 (Graf et al., 1998).
Although NSCAT failed on June 30, 1997, operational forecasters accepted and used NSCAT data until its demise.
QuikScat, the NSCAT “quick recovery” replacement,
launched on June 19, 1999. QuikScat was a Ku-band scatterometer with an 1800 km data swath (see Table 3 for more
details). QuikScat data was available real-time by 2000, and
provided reliable surface winds for approximately 10 years
(Brennan, 2009).
Several advancements in satellite-based surface wind
observation occurred in the 2000s, including the launch of
WindSat and AMSR-E radiometers. Although WindSat wind
vectors were of limited use in high winds, and AMSR-E was
not used for wind speed estimation, reliable data availability
for both sensors eventually led to development of all-weather
AMSR2 and WindSat wind speed algorithms. In 2006, the
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (EUMETSAT) launched its first operational ASCAT
on the Metop-A satellite. ASCAT missions continue to this
day, with sensors onboard three satellites routinely providing
reliable data within 550 km wide swaths along their orbital
paths. ASCAT remains critical to operational forecasters,
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Feng Yun-3C satellite, may also provide information that can
be used to estimate intensity and wind radii. The latter will be
tested in the Time-Resolved Observations of Precipitation
structure and storm Intensity with a Constellation of SmallSats
(TROPICS, 2019) and the Global Environmental Monitoring
System (GEMS, 2020). The TROPICS mission is targeted for
launch between January 8 and July 31, 2022, but a pathfinder
mission was launched June 30, 2021, and GEMS is scheduled
to follow up on an earlier prototype with a launch in the
December 2021. GEMS will provide real-time data, but unfortunately, TROPICS and many other SmallSat missions will
likely provide data with lengthier time delays.

providing R34 and R50 estimates and VMAX for weaker
systems. OceanSat-2 carried a Ku-band scatterometer with its
launch in 2009, boosting temporal and spatial coverage over
global oceans just as QuikSCAT reached its end of service.
Developments in scatterometry, wind retrieval algorithms
and synthetic aperture radar continued throughout the 2010s
and into the early 2020s. China launched the Haiyang-2 satellite
series (HY-2A, -B and eC), beginning with HY-2A in 2011.
HY-2C, launched in 2020, is in an inclined non-sunsynchronous orbit, which should help with its temporal
coverage. Information on HY-2 Ku-band scatterometers' TCmonitoring capabilities is somewhat limited (Zhao et al.,
2016; Zhao and Zhao, 2019), but cursory viewing suggests
that the Haiyang-2 series has performance similar to that of
other Ku-band scatterometers. The RapidScat Ku-band scatterometer had a limited lifespan (2014e2016) and provided
observations from the International Space Station (NASA,
2021). SCATSAT launched in 2016, and employs the same type
of Ku-band scatterometer as its OceanSat predecessor.
OceanScat-2 scatterometer data were recently calibrated for
TCs, but still present interpretation challenges. In 2019 and
2020, wind speed algorithms for L-band radiometers such as
SMOS and SMAP gained acceptance at JTWC and other
operational centers. Starting in 2019, RadarSat-2, Sentinel-1,
and the RCM SARs all now provide high-resolution surface
winds for operational centers. While many operational centers
are evaluating the plethora of recently available satellite capabilities, they all still rely heavily or entirely (NHC) on ASCAT.

4.3. Recommendations
Current capabilities are insufficient to support specification
of the entire TC surface wind field every 6 h, as TC forecasting
centers require. And, forecasters need more timely data with
higher temporal and spatial resolution (on the order of
2e4 km) to identify features such as secondary wind maxima
and eyewall replacement cycles. Researchers and product
developers also need accurate records of all relevant TC surface wind parameters in best track and other operationallygenerated datasets in order to develop high-quality analysis
guidance and conduct climatological studies. These requirements lead us to provide four recommendations, indented
and italicized in boldface below.
Current TC wind field estimates, while improved, are
insufficient to address the requirements described above. To
determine specific observational requirements, we start with
the parameters and frequency of reporting that are required in
operations. Vigh et al. (2012) reported that RMWs can be as
small as 2 n mi (4 km) while Weatherford and Gray (1988)
reported that R34s can be as large as 600 n mi (1100 km).
Most advisories and forecasts are issued at 6-h intervals. Based
on these considerations,

4.2. Emerging capabilities
The future of TC surface wind field observations is bright.
Scatterometers from China, India, and the European Union are
scheduled for launch, likely extending scatterometer wind data
availability for the foreseeable future. The EUMETSAT Polar
System Second Generation Scatterometer will include both coand cross-polarization and, similar to SAR, will be sensitive to
high wind speeds (Rostan et al., 2019; Stoffelen et al., 2017b).
Several radiometers designed to observe over-ocean winds are
planned for launch, including the Copernicus Imaging Microwave Radiometer (Kilic et al., 2018), the Compact Ocean
Wind Vector Radiometer (Brown et al., 2017) and the US Air
Force's WSF-M (Ball, 2019; OEPortal, 2020), which also includes non-microwave weather sensing options. The future of
SAR is probably the most promising, with the recently
launched RCM, two planned Sentinel missions (Sentinel 1C
and 1D), and one planned NASA L-band/S-band SAR
(NISAR; Rosen et al., 2017) mission. NISAR's L-band SAR is
similar to the active sensor on SMAP (Fore et al., 2019),
although routine acquisition for TCs is still being formalized.
GNSS-R technology (e.g., CYGNSS) is also promising,
especially since the sensors can reside on inexpensive spacecraft constellations instead of the more expensive spacecraft
that are required to carry active radars or large passive L-band
radiometers. SmallSat constellations that sense the 118-GHz
oxygen window, such as the sensor flown on the Chinese

surface wind data coverage from a combination of sources
should cover an area extending at least 600 n mi (1100 km)
from TC centers with a horizontal resolution on the order of
2 km in the inner-core region, and be available at least
every six hours.
This ambitious frequency and horizontal resolution would
satisfy current operational needs and could be used as a guide
for future observation system design requirements. And, as we
have witnessed with the lack of real-time capabilities of
CYGNSS and TROPICS mission, it is difficult to get operational forecasters engaged in the evaluation process. Thus, we
recommend that
planning for research and experimental observational capabilities (e.g., for surface wind estimation) should incorporate adequate funding for instrument design and ground
station capabilities so that near real-time digital data are
provided for forecasting applications and critical evaluation during real-time weather events.
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operational practices and the associated climatological
datasets, discussed tools available for estimating TC surface
winds, and documented records available for studies.
Optimal surface wind estimation techniques would estimate
VMAX within the 10 kt (5 m s1) uncertainty observed in
the best track (Landsea and Franklin, 2013; Torn and
Snyder, 2012; Combot et al., 2020) and wind radii to
within an 20% mean error (Sampson et al., 2017; Combot
et al., 2020). Many of the remote sensing sensors cited in
this review provide data useful to achieving these goals, but
human intervention is typically required to discern the
quality and capabilities of each.
Table 3 summarizes aircraft and satellite-based surface
wind speed estimates that are currently available to operators
for subjective analysis, many within 4 h of analysis time. Most
are useful for assessing winds up to 50 kt (25 ms1), particularly ASCAT, HY-2, SMAP and SMOS. When the TC is
large, SMAP and SMOS can provide valuable information
about the extent of the 64-knot winds. Because of its higher
resolution, AMSR2 provides valuable information about wind
speeds near the core of TCs. These new sensors and algorithms dramatically increase the wind speed temporal and
spatial coverage in TCs, and complement TC-specific algorithms designed to estimate wind radii (Table 4). While not the
primary focus of this review, each of these data sources can
also be used to analyze maximum intensity in operations,
especially in cases when traditional methods (e.g., the Dvorak
methods) are uncertain.
We have also discussed emerging data sources that augment
spatial and temporal coverage of the wind fields. These
include SAR, WindSat all-weather winds, and GNSS-R. SAR
provides a nearly instantaneous snapshot of the surface wind
speeds at up to 50 m resolution, along with a high-resolution
snapshot of storm structure, including the RMW. More SAR
data are becoming available to operations with the recent
launch of the RCM, RadarSat-2, and ESA's Sentinel 1 A and B
satellites, a current total six SAR platforms. And, Sentinel 1 C/
D, and NISAR will provide two more in the near future.
IFREMER and NOAA are acting to formalize agreements to
collect and process SAR data over TCs on a routine basis.
Thanks to ongoing efforts by those organizations, SAR data
latency has dropped to as little as 2 h. However, SAR data
acquisition reservations must be placed at least 48 h in
advance, and are thus depend on forecast track accuracy to
target the correct locations. RSS has demonstrated the capability to produce all-weather wind speed estimates from
WindSat, which bodes well for future efforts with similar
sensors. Though at present, the still-functioning WindSat's
future is uncertain as the data is no longer available. NASA's
GNSS-R demonstration has demonstrated that GNSS satellite
constellations can be used to provide wind speed estimates
over large areas on a small budget. Variability in GPS signals
has challenged NASA's GNSS-R demonstration, and future
efforts would need to mitigate this issue for all GNSS satellite
constellations, but the outlook is promising. It is quite possible
that GNSS-R winds will soon be available in operations from
commercial sources.

Operational users and researchers can and will provide
feedback on new capabilities, especially capabilities that
address operational needs and missions.
Fig. 8 shows a history of availability for the remotely
sensed data used for TC surface wind estimation. The historical record raises concern about the quality of wind structure
estimates in the best tracks before 2000, as the data available
to inform such estimates are sparse or non-existent. Postseason reanalysis (of best track datasets) is inherently subjective, and the type and quality of historical data available to
inform surface wind field estimates, even since 2000, are
highly variable. On the bright side, observation availability
and operational capabilities have improved in the last 15e20
years, so the more recent estimates in the best tracks are more
likely to be based on observations. In fact, many TC centers
are just beginning to conduct rigorous post-season analysis of
their best track wind radii. Documentation on post-season
analyses of wind radii has been provided for North Atlantic
and eastern North Pacific (Landsea and Franklin, 2013), the
Australian Region (Bureau of Meteorology, 2020; Courtney
et al., 2020), and western North Pacific TCs (Sampson et al.,
2017; JMA, 2020). Still, there are homogeneity issues in the
analyses and users need to understand the quality and background of these best track analyses before using them for
research and development. Uncertainties in wind radii estimates have been discussed in Sampson et al. (2017, 2018) and
Combot et al. (2020). It is also important that while these data
were available for post-storm analyses (Fig. 8), the availability
of data on operational workstations, which implies it could
have been used for such analyses, varies greatly from agency
to agency. Organizational staffing and priorities also may
impact the quality of such analyses. Thus, Fig. 8 presents a
record of what could be used in a thorough reanalysis from all
the past data. Because of these many issues,
Best track users should contact organizations that created
the records in order to properly assess whether datasets are
appropriate for their use.
Despite recent and ongoing efforts to quality control surface wind best track records, there is a pressing need to acquire
quality databases of wind speed estimates (section 3e) for use
in research and development. However, the dearth of oceanic
wind data prior to the early 2000s (Fig. 8) suggests that, with
the data currently available that
Wind radii reanalysis efforts should begin no earlier than
the early 2000s.
This statement finds further support in recent efforts to
reanalyze wind radii at the Bureau of Meteorology, which
concluded that their highest quality best tracks exist for periods following the 2003e2004 season (Bureau of
Meteorology, 2020; Courtney et al., 2020).
5. Summary and concluding remarks
In this review, we have described operationally-relevant
TC wind structures, presented a brief history of
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In reviewing historical archives available to assess surface winds in TCs (Fig. 8) and the best track archives
(Fig. 1), we made two specific recommendations that are
highlighted in section 4.3. We concluded that the current
state of TC surface wind analysis is improving, but still
insufficient to meet operational needs. Even with planned
launches, coverage will likely fall short of the operational
requirementdspecification of TC wind field from the outer
34-kt radii to the inner RMW at least every 6 h. However,
the satellite hardware field is evolving at a rapid pace. The
proliferation of SmallSats should continue to improve
coverage and reduce latency. Ensuring usefulness of the data
for the TC forecasting and research community must be a
priority including real-time availability of experimental and
research observing capabilities. SmallSat-based capabilities
and continual improvements in algorithms with continuing
aircraft reconnaissance providing critical, ground truth data
sets for verification should move us closer to satisfying
operational needs. For future observational network design,
we have recommended an ambitious and likely expensive
goal for future observations systems to meet the needs of
TC operations. We hope that our community can and will
learn to use the data from emerging sensors and platforms,
including the inexpensive and ever-expanding population of
SmallSats and newly-developed TC observation capabilities
and algorithms.
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